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CHAPTER 8:  CAREER MOVES 

 Emancipation! What a thrilling concept! When I look back over my life, I see that I’ve 

had several such experiences. At 18, I escaped from the backwoods of Arkansas, freeing my 

body from the prison of Penney Hill. Not many months later, I liberated my spirit by rejecting 

the tyranny of religion and emancipated my emotions by overcoming social indoctrination about 

sexual roles. Several years later I chose to set my emotions free yet again by refusing to go back 

to being married. In only the last year in DC I’d done that for a third time, liberating my feelings 

by casting off the chains of romantic thinking. And now I jumped at the chance to tell academia 

to go to hell, setting my intellect free. Seven years of scholarly slavery were sufficient. 

 At the club supper that evening, there was the usual bunch of friends and neighbors, 

including Lou and Ken (whose Richard was off on a business trip). We also had five new guests 

ripe to be regaled with the sordid tale of my quest for a doctorate. I insisted that the horrid, stupid 

outcome was in fact a gift from heaven to have that vicious monkey off my back.  

 As Charles was congratulating me for taking the high road out of the noxious swamp of 

academia, we heard the shriek of a siren on the Avenue, and I ran to the front door to see what 

was going on. There was nothing and no sign of a police car. When I came back to table, Charles 

was laughing heartily, having forgotten to tell me:  Lorro had learned to do sirens.  

 After supper, to celebrate my emancipated intellect, I brought my new record player 

(with stereo speakers!) down to the parlor and put on my Zorba soundtrack record. When I 

launched into an ecstatic Greek sailor dance, shades of the Gin Mill so long ago, neighbors Ed 

and Russell (a pioneer couple with a house on P Street who had once gone to Greece), joined me. 

The bouzouki music and uproar in her usually sedate parlor excited Lorro to alternate sirens with 

my own idiot giggle. Soon our whole supper cohort was dancing around the grand room.   

 Being on his own for the night, Ken had set his sights on Princess Jim. He suggested I 

come out with them to go dancing at the Eagle, which sounded like a great way to continue my 

celebration. Ken went home to get his car, and when he picked us up, I was surprised to see him 

in a studded leather vest (over bare chest). He explained that he was getting into leather recently, 

which gave me pause since I preferred doing costumes only at parties. Jim thought Ken looked 

hot, and apparently so did lots of the guys in the Eagle. 

 While cavorting (and trying to ignore the stench of poppers), I ran into a familiar fellow, 

the avid blonde from Mardi Gras, motorcycle drag obviously his normal style. Not recognizing 

me, he introduced himself as Mickey, but I knew that already. When I explained that I’d been the 

geisha at Ken’s party, he hugged me and said when I took off my kabuki mask, he’d been really 

surprised—and really turned on—by my big mustache.  

 Just checking, I asked Mickey how well he knew Ken, who was standing nearby in close 

chat with Jim and leather-clad buddies, and he boasted of being intimately acquainted. I proudly 

advised him that the vested hunk was my brother. Mickey found our fraternal bond another turn-

on and asked me to come home with him. Instead, I convinced him to accompany Ken, Jim and 

me back to the Four Bells. This time Mickey knew exactly what he was bargaining for and got it. 

# 

 Some days later my Ann Arbor paramour Don came to town again. You may recall his 

uncomfortable visit at George’s in summer 72 and his fling with my barber Emerson. Again he 

strategically stayed at a nearby hotel and only visited at the Four Bells to dine with the Club. In 

spite of knowing I didn’t love him, Don was friendly and relaxed with me and the array of 

pioneers and friends but had little to say for himself beyond still working for the University in 

fundraising. Having introduced us, Charles remembered him well and entertained him and any 
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other casual guests with the history of Logan Circle and the Four Bells. After dinner, Carolyn 

took me aside and observantly remarked that Don was certainly a strange man—something in 

him frozen. Now two years later, I felt I scarcely knew him anymore myself and was glad when 

he took his leave to walk back to his hotel. 

 Don had asked me to meet him the next evening for a walk around Dupont Circle and 

talk about my academic train wreck. I wasn’t wild to spend more time with him or inclined to 

discuss muddy water under the bridge but went anyway. Instead of walking, we sat on the edge 

of the fountain pool and talked. I’d only told him the committee hadn’t accepted my dissertation 

and didn’t comment further. Now Don asked what I was going to do about the doctorate.  

 I restrained any negativity, figuring I had two options. I could just walk away from it, 

calmly write it off as miserable screw-job, forget about the deplorable waste of time—or, in a 

possibility Lewis and Carolyn had sympathetically and understandably suggested, sue the pants 

off of the U of M. Not very impartially, Don excitedly urged me to be calm and not talk about 

suing. I should give it one more shot. A doctorate was too important to my future. 

 Disagreeing vehemently, I insisted that wasn’t an option. If I didn’t sue, I was left with 

only the first option. Don argued just as vehemently that I couldn’t, shouldn’t, mustn’t just walk 

away from my degree. I got up and told him to just watch me. He turned away with a hard 

expression, calling me an angry fool. Perhaps a fool, but not angry at all, I told him maybe we 

should say goodbye now and walked away. (I didn’t see Don again for twenty years—under even 

less amenable circumstances which I hope never to have to write about.) 

 Walking home down P Street with new horizons beckoning, I thought about affairs that 

went on way longer than they should, a good lesson for future liaisons. It was a small misgiving 

to recall that it was I who’d lured Don out of his closet, but those things happen. Back at the 

Bells, I rejoiced about resisting Satan’s temptation and in the while before dinner, set to stripping 

a section of the Lincrusta in a corner of the parlor. That night dinner would be compliments of 

new neighbors Dorothy and husband Matt from a house on the corner of P and 12th.  

 With Patrick’s help, they whipped up an authentic Irish stew that Lou exclaimed over. 

(He’d never told me if he ever sampled the stew available in the second-floor front bedroom.) 

The new chefs beamed at the compliments. Over the splendid stew, Charles announced that next 

Tuesday he’d be leaving on a trip for a week to Guatemala to see Mayan ruins. Feeling just a tiny 

bit jealous, I was taken slightly aback to think of serving as princess regnant for a whole week 

and checked that Patrick and Jim would be available to help me out in royal duties.  

# 

 The week Charles was away in the jungles of Guatemala, we at the Four Bells savored 

the pleasures of western civilization, dining in high style and toasting his adventures with strong 

spirits. I amused my guests by pointing out that the PhD degree was commonly called a “phud.” 

I noted the diploma-like certificate that the U of M had sent me a couple years before (surely a 

sardonic joke by someone in Records), naming me a Candidate of Philosophy—or PhC—a new 

degree I figured should be pronounced “phuc.” I was to prove totally correct in claiming that 

neither degree would ever be of any use to me in my future life.   

 Nor was either of those degrees of any use in my current job at the Research Division. 

My long language studies had been useful, of course, but with my thesis work there now done, 

murky water under that bridge to nowhere, I saw that the Division wasn’t really of any use to me 

either. Beyond the salary, it no longer bore any relevance to my life. The quiet, meaningless 

analysis of research began to feel like another level of intellectual incarceration. I fantasized 

about escaping like Edmund Dantes from the Chateau d’If, though not sewn up in a bag.  
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 When Charles got home, a tad sun-tanned and enormously exhilarated, he described 

climbing pyramids and touring ruined temples. When he spoke over dinner about having had a 

vision atop the pyramid at Chichen Itza, I took it with a grain of salt, as I did his other occasional 

comments of this sort. He’d told me before about having special “spiritual” experiences when a 

teenager, and I always took them simply for enthusiastic sensitivity. When I told him about my 

Count of Monte Cristo fantasies, he exclaimed that my escape from the Division dungeon had 

been part of his vision and urged me to go for it. 

 With that quasi-supernatural encouragement, it was easy on Wednesday, July 24, to go at 

10 am into my superintendent’s office and resign. I’d rehearsed telling him that it had come to 

the point that it was either him or me (he or I?), and by golly, it was him! Instead, I just read him 

the two reasons I’d typed out:  1) lack of:  significance and purpose of activity, opportunity for 

personal involvement, outlet for creative capability, intellectual challenge, and career potential in 

the organization; 2) adverse effects on health and well-being. Without any expression, he simply 

accepted my two-week notice. 

 At that time I wouldn’t have worried about such quasi-supernatural things, but in the 

spirit of Charles’s vision, I should say something here about Aztec divination through their 

ceremonial calendar. It just so happens that July 24, 1974 was the day One Dog, quite naturally 

the numeral One meaning a beginning, and Dog being the soul’s guide through the Underworld. 

As the spirit world's link with the living, the Dog passes through fire back into life. Though I 

didn’t know it then, the timing for my resignation seems to have been propitious. 

 At dinner on One Dog evening, I told the tale of my resignation, and with exquisite 

political sensitivity, no one asked about my plans. Carolyn bemoaned my rash act only briefly 

and then left me to my exuberance. Charles just smiled at me conspiratorially, but in his toast 

over Lewis’s dessert, baked Alaska, he congratulated my courage, and we drank to everything 

now being possible for me again. 

 Meanwhile, the notice I gave covered the thirteen-day Aztec week (trecena) starting with 

the day One Dog, a period ruled by Xipe Totec, the Flayed Lord, god of spring and renewal and 

the spirit of liberation. It’s supposed to be very lucky, with any decisions finding favor and 

advancement. During those last two weeks at work, I of course had no idea of the good omens 

for the time, but all the same, while shedding my old Research Analyst skin, I floated around in a 

fog of impending liberation and renewal. Unfortunately, I made no decisions to find favor.  

 To be consistent, my last day at work, August 9, was the Aztec day Four Death in another 

trecena. Four is a sacred, lucky number, signifying the four directions (or everywhere). The day 

Death is good to reflect on priorities and bad to ignore possibilities, a day of transformation, that 

brief moment between endings and beginnings. That again seems possibly propitious.  

 While I gathered up my personal effects from my comfy desk, I did indeed reflect on my 

priorities and appreciated this simultaneous ending and beginning, this transformation. I left my 

viewless window without regret, carrying my plants out of the ugly, officious building onto the 

front walk. A cab was sitting there at the curb with its door open and radio blaring.  

 As I trod transformationally down the walk to the street, the radio announcer was loudly 

live-reporting the ignominious exit of President Nixon out of the White House and walk across 

the lawn to the waiting helicopter. The synchronicity was stunning. For once I was totally in tune 

with history! I’d planned on taking the bus home to the Four Bells but jumped in the cab to save 

the hassle—and extravagantly celebrate my new beginning.  

# 
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 That weekend was regular work on the house and an outing on Sunday with Ken and his 

Richard to Great Falls again, a nice escape from city streets. I talked a lot more with Richard and 

found him strangely shy and reserved, likely bothered that I was Ken’s former… On Saturday 

afternoon Chas hosted his first Petite Chambre de Musique in his apartment with piano, violin 

and soprano, a lovely program, and maybe a dozen in the audience. I was hugely impressed, and 

Charles congratulated our friend on being an evangelist of culture in the slum. After his petite 

event, we hauled Chas off with us to dinner at the Four Bells.  

 Not having to go to work on Monday was a shock to my system. I sat at the table with 

coffee, pastries, and magazines, seeing the other three belles off to their jobs. In fact, I hadn’t 

given thought one to what I’d do all day. First, I brought my record-player downstairs to the 

parlor again and put on Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons,” to which favorite music I scraped off some 

more wallpaper. Lorro liked the violins and occasionally inserted short bursts of siren.  

 When the music ended, so did my burst of initiative. Lifting Lorro onto my shoulder, I 

walked her outside into the bright morning on a stroll around the Circle. She liked going out and 

often shrieked at passersby—or sang those old Spanish songs, making me feel like a real pirate, 

but that morning I sighted no ships to board and belay. Back at the Bells I got lost in a muddle of 

mindless idleness that lasted all week with only one nocturnal guest.  

 On Friday, before heading off to work, Charles asked me pointedly what I’d be doing 

today, and I wondered the same. He suggested I tear down that wall between the middle rooms in 

the basement so we could start an apartment down there. Swinging the sledge-hammer somehow 

woke me up to realize that I had to start soon looking for a job. My vacation was just about over. 

By dinner the wall was down, the rubble hauled out the back, and I was pooped but pumped. 

 At dinner Jim brought a hunky young guest named David, an opera singer from 

Louisiana in town to sing some roles out in Virginia at Wolf Trap Farm Park. It was clear from 

the intros that David would be bunking with Princess Jim. In our table talk, hearing that I’d 

recently resigned and had been at loose ends for things to do, David offered me an excited and 

exciting suggestion. I could come out and be an extra in their production at Wolf Trap—a great 

opera called “War and Peace” by Prokofiev.  

 David got me with that Russian hook, and before I knew it, I was formally contracted to 

be a Supernumerary in productions on August 29 and 31. Since I would get an honorarium of 

$75, did that now make me a professional opera performer? The production under the direction 

of the famous Sarah Caldwell from the Opera Company of Boston would be in English, which 

was a small disappointment for me, but I dealt with it.  

 Almost every day, David and I made the long trips to Vienna, Virginia either in Lavenia 

or on a company shuttle bus. Even though we had all this time together, we never got very close 

as friends. He kept his emotional distance from me, and I suspected it was something to do with 

being a real singer (with two roles as miscellaneous princes) while I was just a lowly super. Or 

maybe he was too emotionally involved with Jim? Either way, it didn’t matter.  

 With rehearsals running late, we dined on supper club leftovers. Our day off was Friday 

when we ate with the club and told tales of our adventures. Besides anecdotes about staging and 

singing screw-ups, we told about the obese Ms. Caldwell’s eccentric style of direction, often 

screaming at performers or orchestra and sloppily eating at her conductor’s podium. I figured 

great artists could afford to be eccentric—and obnoxious. Again, I didn’t really care. 

 One of the benefits of being anal retentive is that I’ve found in my files a bunch of papers 

from the production, including a matrix with where I was supposed to be when, my costume, 

what props I needed, and actions to perform. While rehearsing our blocking and actions, we 
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supers had to learn to do our costume changes until they ran like clockwork. For instance in the 

Epigraph (Prologue) I was supposed to start on stage right as a French soldier with a gun and 

bayonet and move onto the bridge with Napoleon. Then for Scene 2, I had to change into green 

Russian livery (with wig) and carry a candelabra leading guests into the ballroom.  

 There was a tremendous lot of switching between French and Russian liveries, setting 

and striking furniture and props. My longest personal appearance was as a Russian lackey 

grandly serving champagne to guests at the Bezukhov mansion, which I think I accomplished 

with balletic flair. My costume changes between French and Russian soldier uniforms were the 

most rushed for successive battle scenes and shoving huge fake cannons around. For the final 

two scenes I was a pitifully frozen Russian peasant.  

 In addition, we 14 supers (It was an enormous cast!), were also responsible for scene-

changes, rotating flats and screens with the same aplomb as performing our supernumerary roles. 

For instance, for Scene 2 I also had to roll columns to center stage for the ball where Natasha 

meets Pierre and then roll them away to set the scene at the Bolkonsky mansion.  

 I still have the detailed list of how and where to move set pieces and props for the 

changes. Often I felt busier than a one-armed paper-hanger. This souvenir list was given me by 

the company manager, a lovely and shapely, dark-haired woman named Ann who was a god-

send. She could always tell us where to be and clear up confusions about timing or blocking. I’d 

never before run into a woman so clearly and confidently in charge of anything. Of the dozens of 

folks in the production, David included, Ann was the only one who felt like a new friend.    

 Not only was there an enormous cast, but Wolf Trap’s stage was enormous, extending far 

out back where Ms. Caldwell staged the battles, usually behind a scrim. Troops were augmented 

with un-needed singers, and so many of us soldiers were rushing back and forth and shooting off 

guns that it got fairly confused, maybe like real battles. Also Wolf Trap’s open-air house was so 

enormous with seating extending around far up the sloping lawns, that when you were on stage, 

there was almost no sense of an audience—just vast space—until the applause erupted. 

 The dress rehearsal on Wednesday the 28th went perfectly, so much so that I worried 

afterwards about the old show-biz superstition that such portended a disastrous opening. The 

battle scenes ran precisely the way they were choreographed! In the final scene on the road to 

Smolensk, in spite of having no audience, I shivered artistically in my peasant rags, feeling the 

joy of a role well played. Ready to pantomime exultation in the finale chorus praising Kutuzov 

for the victory, I found a joyous voice when Ms. Caldwell screeched, “Everybody sing!”    

 Thursday night was thus my debut as an opera singer. Our first performance of “War and 

Peace” went almost as smoothly as the dress rehearsal. One of my drawing room flats got briefly 

stuck and jerked awkwardly on a rotation; most of the candles in my candelabra blew out; and 

one of the battle scenes required serious improvisation. On the whole, it was a really great war 

and a beautifully sung piece. My Four Bells fan club thought I was diva material. Our own dear 

David sang his little princes nicely too. 

# 

 Having Friday off was splendid, the bliss of having just last night enjoyed a triumph and 

the joy of another to come tomorrow night. It begged comparison with a blissful respite between 

seismic bouts of sex. In truth, in two weeks of war and peace I hadn’t even once thought about 

sex. Of course, with late rehearsals I hadn’t been around much to be tempted at the supper table. 

Nor had I thought once about looking for a job, which revolting fact inevitably arose at dinner 

that evening. To celebrate the performance of David’s and my opera, our three other house 

princesses had roasted an honest-to-john suckling pig—right down to the apple in its mouth.  
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 Besides to honor us two divas, the feast was also in honor of some very special guests, 

my ex-wife Barbara, two daughters, and former parents-in-law. I’d known they were coming to 

visit and see me in “War and Peace” on Saturday, a thrill made even more poignant since this 

was my first encounter with Nana and Papa since the divorce four years before. They’d been 

very distant, indeed absent, and now had finally decided I wasn’t quite the scoundrel they’d 

thought. They even hugged me in greeting and were visibly impressed by our castle, our royal 

court, and the suckling pig. Barbara beamed over our reunion, and the girls wandered happily 

around admiring the antique furniture, mantles, mirrors, and restored architectural details. 

 The family was naturally concerned about my recent resignation, and at dinner Papa was 

the one who raised the revolting topic. I respectfully tabled the matter commenting that it was 

something I’d worry about next week. After all, DC was the land of opportunity. With his usual 

optimism, Charles chimed in that now everything was possible for me. Not letting me off that 

easily, Papa turned regretfully to my degree situation, and I assured him having that academic 

monkey off my back made me happier than a hog in hot mud.  

 Being an academic, Chair of Romance Languages at the U of M in fact, Papa appreciated 

my remarks about simply corroborating established dogma, supporting the party line, and other 

perversions of scholarship. Sympathetically, he lamented the injustice and couldn’t imagine how 

my Slavic profs could be so arbitrary. I explained that they were all from medieval universities in 

Central Europe and thought they were gods. Grad students were simply ego-fodder to them. With 

that, we dropped the subject, and Papa announced that in January he’d be taking a position at 

Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. He’d had it with Michigan too. 

 After wandering the Mall and museums with me on Saturday afternoon, they all came out 

to Wolf Trap for the show. Papa had bought great tickets down fairly close to the stage, but I 

couldn’t see them out there in that dark space. Not that I had time to look around once I was out 

there on stage making theater. The performance played out perfectly, smooth as silk—until the 

second battle scene when I was way back behind the scrim firing my cannon.  

 On the first shot, it made the requisite puff of smoke and moderated boom, and on the 

second, when I had to light the fuse, get shot, and fall onto the cannon, instead of smoke and 

boom, huge flames shot out of the barrel. I shrieked and rolled onto the floor in a true action 

sequence. Nearby soldiers, French and Russian alike, abandoned battling and put out the fire 

with their uniform jackets. Then we pulled ourselves together to improvise the rest of the battle, 

with me miraculously recovered. Apparently, few in the audience noticed the mêlée upstage. 

 Over breakfast Sunday morning at their hotel, Papa and Nana told me they were happy I 

was still such a good daddy to my girls and dear friend for Barbara. Papa took my hand and said 

he’d long felt for me like a son. I think I teared up confessing that I’d always felt closer to him 

than to my own father. We concluded that we’d always be family, come what may, and I’m 

proud to report that we proved correct in our intention. I promised to come down to Florida for 

Christmas with them all at Barbara’s, and we said fond goodbyes.  

# 

 With the fun diversion of the opera over, September meant tackling the annoying task of 

looking for a job, a crucial effort given on-going demands for mortgage and child support. Based 

on my salary with the Division, I hoped to find $300/week, $60/day, or $7.50/hr. Checking on 

the cost of living back in 1974, I’ve found that my Division salary had been precisely the average 

income at the time—though the minimum wage then was a mere $2/hr. That meant my sights 

were set relatively high, but with DC being the land of opportunity… 
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 The well-wishing supper club gave me a pass on Sunday evening, but come Monday’s 

dinner (after I’d wasted the day doing more demo in the basement), they took up my cause and 

bombarded me with suggestions for places to look for work. Lewis and Carolyn, of course, felt 

that with my literate background, I should look for a position as a clerk or something in a law 

firm. Neighbor Ed, perhaps jokingly, thought I should try to get on at the Redevelopment Land 

Agency (and be an undercover saboteur).  

 Patrick suggested I try for a secretarial position at his FBI, and others proposed office 

management of one sort or another. Charles figured I could certainly get something of that sort at 

the National Register, and Lou argued for coming to work with him at IBM. Other friends and 

neighbors had other ideas, and I dutifully made note of them. A guest at dinner, Patrick’s 

handsome new boyfriend, a hairdresser named Christian, assured me I could make decent money 

as a receptionist at a hair salon or medical office.  

 There were myriad opportunities. Remembering my experience job-hunting back in 1972, 

I thanked them for all the great ideas and advised that before I did anything about anywhere, I’d 

need a haircut again. After dinner, Christian sat me down in the parlor and dressed my hair. He 

even trimmed my mustache down to a dignified line on my upper lip. I appreciated his help but 

regretted losing that great excuse to delay the inevitable—and my magnificent handlebars.  

 Biting the bullet, I arranged with Lou to come over the next morning and use his Selectric 

to type up a new resume. Charles reminded me to focus on my esoteric scholarly and teaching 

background and classified intelligence work and expand on my historic preservation interests. It 

wasn’t much fun making myself sound like a total nerd. Though I made analysis of research 

sound almost profound, the document looked awfully thin for a 32-year-old who'd been an 

academic for ten years. Lou agreed with me that my lack of degree meant less than nothing in the 

real world and gave me the name of a guy to see at IBM. 

 I postponed all the wonderful suggestions folks had given me and on Wednesday went 

after my fondest hope back in 1972, National Geographic. Going there feeling confident now 

with my geographic experience at the Division, I found their personnel office polite but not 

impressed by the broad knowledge of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe I’d gained through 

my classified research. My many proposals for fascinating articles fell on deaf ears, and I was 

dismissed with advice that there were no openings at present. So I walked over to Rock Creek 

Park for an afternoon’s solace of running water and leaves fluttering in the breeze.  

 On the morrow, I resorted to my other fond hope from before, the Employment Office at 

the Library of Congress, where there was nothing even vaguely appropriate, though a job in 

Cataloguing that would have been perfect for someone with my bibliography experience had just 

closed two days before. If I’d come in on Tuesday… While on the Hill, after hitting personnel 

places at Senate and House buildings, the Supreme Court, the Capitol, and even the Folger 

Shakespeare Library without even a hint of success, I dropped in at the Library to see Chas in his 

Music Division and at least found friendly sympathy. 

 Undaunted, on Friday I went to see Lou’s guy at IBM—to no avail. Then I worked my 

way up one side of the street and down the other, popping into every shop and office, literally out 

of the late summer blue sky outside, and asked what jobs they might have. It didn’t matter to me 

what they sold or did. I could sell or do whatever it was they wanted, but nobody seemed to want 

anything sold or done. My fabulous haircut apparently didn’t make any difference at all. 

 It was sweet consolation back at the Four Bells that evening when Motorcycle Mickey 

came over for dinner, and we ate a special dessert upstairs. He had a sweet tooth for me. 

# 
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 That weekend, Charles and I decided to do something at last about the second-floor 

bathrooms, which were only marginally functional. The two bathrooms were side by side, one 

with an ancient iron tub and one with a disgusting shower stall. While we scraped down rotten 

plaster, Charles asked how I’d enjoyed job-hunting so far, and I told him I’d gotten far more 

enjoyable sticks in the eye. Each day, after striking out at my main targets, I’d simply practiced 

my bright-eyed enthusiasm, expecting nothing and not being disappointed. 

 Charles reminded me to go by the National Register office on Monday because he’d 

already put in a good word for me at Personnel. I promised to go there without fail and showed 

him my enthusiastic bright eyes. As usual, we chatted about everything and anything, and then 

he announced that he was going to move out of that third-floor bedroom—so we could rent it out 

to a fifth princess for a full house. I quipped that it would make us a royal flush. 

 Not needing all that space in the front bedroom, Charles planned to move into the small 

sky-lit room. “All I need is a bed!” he chortled and proposed using the cedar closet across the 

hall for his dressing room. We took a break and went upstairs to check it out, about 15 feet 

square with most of the ceiling a skylight.  

 He envisioned photographic murals on the blank walls, the Grand Tetons on one, a 

seascape on another, a tropical jungle on the third, and columns in the corners supporting a 

trompe l’oeil dome open to the sky. They’d tie into fret-work Moorish arches around the room’s 

door with other views beside it. He’d gotten the idea from the Rousseau murals I’d painted in our 

friend John’s bathroom, though of course that had been his own suggestion. 

 Checking out his current boudoir, we agreed that the room should be painted nicely 

before renting it out, probably the floor refinished too. The focus of our work suddenly shifted 

from bathrooms to bedrooms for the next two weeks at least. We started by moving the bed into 

Charles’s empty room of dream visions and his other furniture out to other rooms. His big 

dresser fitted perfectly inside the cedar closet.  

 Once again his guy was away on business, and Ken came to the Four Bells for dinner. 

He‘d successfully courted our Princess Jim on such occasions before, but this night Jim’s social 

calendar was full with a date at the Lost & Found. Undaunted, Ken took off later for the Eagle, 

and I went along with Jim to shake my booty. It was well shaken until getting grabbed by a suave 

guy named Herb who’d visited my begonias some months before and did so again. That night I 

could almost remember his first visit, but I blush that I now can’t recall this second one. 

 Sunday afternoon was another of Chas’s Petites Chambres de Musique, and when I 

showed up with the other belles at his basement door, he quickly pulled me aside to whisper that 

my Ken was wounded—shot in the arm! I madly raced upstairs and found him lying sheepishly 

in bed with his upper right arm roundly bandaged. He smiled weakly, probably on strong 

painkillers, and said, “Got me right through the bicep.” I stammered the stupid questions of who 

and why, and my poor darlin’ just mumbled, “Rough trade trick.”  

 I gave my Ken a sympathetic kiss on his sweet Botticelli lips and went back downstairs to 

the petite chambre. Accompanied by Chas on his piano, a soprano sang Schubert lieder—and a 

piece by the pianist setting some surreal, post-apocalyptic lines of mine, or maybe they were pre-

Genesis. I remember writing something for him but can only recall something about silent winds 

over the sleeping face of the waters. All through the concert, I worried about my brother “getting 

into leather.” Of course, my Mickey wasn’t rough trade. He was coming to dinner again that 

night and promised to bring dessert. Having a guest come up to see me on Friday and then come 

back for more on Sunday was a first for me. 

# 
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 The weekend of house work, fine dining, shaking my booty, and cultural and corporeal 

inspirations, set me up nicely for the next week’s serious spitting in the sea. To prove to Charles 

my continuing optimism, I quoted him an old saying from backwoods Arkansas:  “Even a blind 

pig finds an acorn once in a while.” My visit to Personnel at the National Register was politely 

received with a long conversation with a director of something about my being an urban pioneer 

and deeply into historic preservation and restoration. Naturally we discussed my proven skills at 

research, but I got a vague impression his interest was less professional than prurient, and maybe 

he was just entertaining me as a favor to Charles. Our long, pleasant chat produced no acorns.  

 The blind pig meandered around the Mall, rooting around amongst the many museums, 

offices, agencies, and shops. It was neat being able to combine sightseeing with a purposeful 

activity, and my enthusiasm muscles got a great workout. The closest I came to an acorn was in 

the Museum of Natural History where they needed a janitor for $3.25/hr. I kid you not—DC was 

truly a land of opportunity. Except that all the opportunities were already taken. 

 The rest of the week focused on various sections of town, knocking on one door after 

another. They don’t call it pounding the pavement for nothing. A few very low-paying (or on-

commission) “opportunities” arose here and there, but I took my bright eyes and enthusiasm 

elsewhere. Another weekend of house work, fine dining, and etc. prepared me for another round 

of carrying coals to Newcastle. On Monday I canvassed the businesses in lower Georgetown, on 

Tuesday whatever I could find around Foggy Bottom, on Wednesday the stuff on K Street (Oy! 

So many lobbyists!), and on Thursday Connecticut Avenue. 

 Need I say that by late afternoon Thursday my enthusiasm had taken a much-needed nap? 

Luckily I’d wound up staggering around up near M Street, not all that far from home— up 

Rhode Island through Scott Circle. I took heart in knowing Carolyn was cooking that evening, 

and there’d be a great spread. Thinking fondly of food, I noted a crowd standing in line outside 

an old house at Connecticut and Rhode Island with a big sign for Gusti’s Italian Restaurant.  

 Beside the house along Connecticut, there was also a large patio area packed with people 

already at this early hour. I asked an old guy in the line if it was always this busy, and he said 

yes, it was, almost every day, all day. It looked to me like this Gusti’s was doing some great 

business. I watched the waiters racing around serving the patio crowd, at first glance nice 

looking fellows in white shirts and black pants. The dishes they were serving, table settings, and 

décor all looked fairly high-class, and the customers seemed happy enough to be generous.  

 Excusing myself profusely, I snuck inside ahead of the line and with my well-practiced 

enthusiasm asked the short, dumpy maître d’ in a blue sharkskin suit about a waiter job. He had 

me wait while he called Mr. Vince. Recognizing immediately the nature of the place, I explained 

to dapper Mr. Vince (in silver sharkskin) my long experience in food service. They paid $2/hr., 

and I should make a few hundred a week in tips. I agreed to start on Sunday—lunches 11 to 2 

and dinners 5 to10. I should come and see Mr. Mario here to get shown around. 

 At Carolyn’s dinner back at the Four Bells, pot roast with my favorite Brussels sprouts, 

she and everybody else were horrified about my decision. Calling it a brave and reasonable step, 

Charles lamented that I’d miss out on the supper club dinners so much of the time.  

 I explained (to myself as well) that one always had to trade off a part of life to sustain the 

rest. Frankly I much preferred feeding people to pushing paper—or brooms. In addition, I’d get 

meals from the Italian menu, and since Gusti’s was clearly a Mafia joint, I was bound to make 

some good money. Plus, it was only a five-block walk from home, and I already had black pants 

and white shirts. Around the dinner table toasts were offered to my promising new career. 

### 


